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Use Case - Lead Conversion

Lead Conversion is a big deal with many moving parts.



Convert Leads in Classic

Classic has a relatively 
complex screen:

 



Lightning Version Has a Different Mix

The Lightning version is still 
pretty complex.

Some features were added 
from classic, but some were 
removed:

● Can no longer add a Task
● Can no longer send email 

to owner

 



Users are not satisfied with the provided flexibility



People Want More Customization



How might a flow-based solution improve things?

We can build a flow that converts leads...
a) Straightforward but doesn’t let admins customize their 

user experience
b)
So a better solution would allow admins to customize 
the experience that their users would encounter, but in 
flow



Our Demo Lead Conversion Flow
4 Features that a business user can select from:

1) Should I allow a new opportunity to be created? 
a)

2) Should I allow a new account to be created?

3) Should Task Creation be Required, Optional, or 
Hidden?

4) Should required Task Information be validated? 



We’ll use the Flow Generator to generate 2 different custom 
Lead Conversion Flows:

● One that has all of the options
● One that’s minimalist

But we will NOT have to go into Flow Builder to build these



Our Solution

We’ll provide Admins with a flow (‘the generator flow’) 
that allows them to specify their configuration and then 
generates a custom flow (‘the custom flow’) they can 
provide to their users.

a)



Instead we’re going to build these flows with another flow!



Demo 1: Use Flow Generator To Build a “Rich” Custom 
Lead Generator

https://flowbolt-15eea7077be.my.salesforce.com/300B00000008fle


Fast.
Unimpressive.

Let’s go find the flow we just generated.



Next, let’s generate a lead conversion flow that’s “minimal 
and built for speed”



Demo 3: Use Flow Generator To Build a “Lean” Custom 
Lead Generator

https://flowbolt-15eea7077be.my.salesforce.com/300B00000008fle


And let’s take a look at the flow we just generated



Demo 4: Our custom “Lean Lead Conversion” flow



What just happened?



Running the Flow Generator - 1

The admin specifies the 
customizations that they 
want.



Both the Rich and Lean flows make a Subflow call to the 
same underlying Genome Flow

Lean Flow Rich Flow

Lead Conversion Genome Flow



In fact, Lean Flow and Rich Flow are themselves extremely 
simple



All the Work is Done By the Genome Flow

The GenerateFlow Action works by applying the 
configuration inputs provided by the business user to a 
specially crafted Lead Conversion flow called a Genome 
Flow.

Recall that your genome consists of the complete set of 
genes present in an organism. 



This flow has the ability to do all of the pieces of Lead 
Conversion

Contact 
Screen Opportunity 

Screen
Task 
Creation

Add’l 
Information



Each feature has a corresponding Decision node that either 
turns on the feature or keeps it “unexpressed”

Turn on the 
Contact 
Screen?

Turn on the 
Opportunity 
Screen?

Turn on the 
Task Screen?



The user never runs this flow. We don’t want the user to 
have to make all of these decisions each time...

Contact 
Screen

Opportunity 
Screen

Task 
Creation

Add’l 
Information



The Admin makes the choices, and the regulating 
instructions are passed to the genome flow as Subflow 
parameters

The Admin makes the choices

choices are passed to the 
genome flow as Subflow 
inputs 

the inputs determine 
which decision gates will 
open and thus which 
features will appear



Each of these generated custom flows is essentially just a 
subflow call and a packet of regulating inputs



The regulating inputs have already been encoded into the 
subflow call



The hardest part is auto-creating these ‘launcher flows’

This is done in Apex by the Generator Flow



Each application, like Lead Conversion, needs a 
specialized Generator Flow

Customized screens to 
capture the admin’s 
instructions each time

The name of 
the genome 
flow is 
specified

...aaaand this 
is where the 
magic 
happens



What’s in the GenerateFlow Apex Class

GenerateFlow calls an 
Apex Class

1) This Generate Flow is a mix of 90% 
common code:

2) and 10% Convert Lead code

There’s obviously an opportunity to 
extract the shared generation code

Another consumer of 
Andy Fawcett’s 
Metadata tooling



Which means that we can go deeper

And build Flow Generator Generators



How Might This Be Used In Practice?

● ISV’s and Developers build the genome flows and tweak the 
apex to meet their use case

● They distribute the Flow Generators via managed packages.
● Admins can generate a custom flow specialized to their 

particular needs
● Users simply use the custom flows and enjoy.
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